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24
The RNA inverse folding problem is crucial in numerous scientific fields such as pharmaceutical 25 research, synthetic biology and RNA nanostructures. Even though the question of the 26 computational complexity of the RNA design problem is not categorically settled, recent 27 evidence suggests it is NP-complete (Bonnet, Rzążewski & Sikora, 2017) . Moreover, target-28 specific structural features like symmetries and short helices can heavily compound the difficulty 29 of solving a particular RNA design problem (Anderson- Lee et al., 2016) . 30 31 1 1 + (free energy difference)
110
NMCS variants 111
Two slightly different versions of the NMCS algorithm were implemented: the standard version 112 as found in the GGP literature, and a modified one-that I labeled NMCS-B, standing for 113 "Nested Monte Carlo Search with Best playout policy"-where I introduced an internal 114 maximization mechanism that retains the best scoring playouts throughout the recursion (the 115 difference between them is shown in Fig. 4 ). Both were executed at the standard level 1 of 116 recursion. Using NMCS recursion at levels 2 or higher would significantly increase 117 computational cost (by up to 30-fold) and was not tested. 118
119
Selection heuristics for iterations 120
After the evaluation of a candidate sequence, and provided it was a failure, NEMO identifies the 121 subset of the sequence for which mutations should be considered in preparation for the next 122 iteration by first collecting the indices of all the bases that didn't fold as expected, and then 123 expanding this set with other potentially relevant indices: first adding all mismatch partners of 124 the already collected misfolded positions (as pictured in Fig. 5 ) and then including closing pairs 125 neighboring pairs that are misfolding by "opening up" (as described in Fig. 6 ). 126
127
Testing 128
In order to test the algorithm and measure its fitness, I repeatedly ran the NEMO tool against the 129 
Discussion
158
Unexpected effectiveness 159
The results point to an overall excellent fitness of the NMCS algorithm when applied to the RNA 160 inverse folding problem. However, the reasons for NEMO's strong performance against the 161 Eterna100 benchmark are not entirely clear. 162
163
The argument that it would be exclusively linked to the quality of the domain knowledge 164 integrated into the tool is at odds with the fact that NEMO only has a limited set of helpful 165 9 heuristics, lacking for instance special code for dealing with many other known RNA structural 166 complexities like "zigzags" (example depicted in 
Generality of approach 248
Concrete applications of the RNA design problem usually require additional constraints like a 249 specified GC content ratio, typically to precisely control melting temperatures for experiments 250 using amplification by polymerase chain reactions (PCR) (Saiki et al., 1988) . I intentionally 251 ignored this specific goal in this work so as to better focus on the primary one: solve challenging 252 RNA puzzles. The GC content control goal is trivial to achieve in a post-processing phase. 253
Examples of such algorithms, which explore the neighborhood of a given solution and gradually 254 change its GC/AU/GU pairs ratio, already exist in EternaScripts written by Eterna players 255
("Jnicol`s -Remove the GCs v2" by mat747). Monte Carlo playout. Equiprobability is the simplest form of probability distribution. (E) The 351 quality of the sampling can be strongly influenced by "heavy" playouts: using heuristics (which 352 cost CPU resources), the software makes an educated guess as to which option is more valuable. 353
The best playout policies are those that guess the correct order of preference in the available 354
